RP079XT ZIPSPEED XTREME TROLLEY
Product Data Sheet

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
The ZipSpeed Xtreme Trolley is capable of performing at speeds of over 160kph (100mph), with the durability to satisfy the demands of a high
through-put visitor attractions. The ZipSpeed Xtreme Trolley has side plates which are specially designed to optimise the vibration frequency,
which forms as a result of the trolley travelling along the zipwire. Optimising the vibration frequency in this way, results in a significant reduction
in noise output. The ZipSpeed Xtreme is also fitted with Stainless Steel wheels, which support special noise-dampening Polyurethane Tyres.
These special tyres are designed to contribute to sound reduction, by further reducing the amount of vibration frequency that passes from the
cable, through to the side plates of the trolley.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Part Codes
Dimensions
Weight
Cable Ø
Cable Construction
Wheel Ø
Wheel Type
Side Plates
Optimal Speed Range
Max. Recommended Speed
Max. Brake Impact Speed
Compatible Karabiners
Harness Compatibility

RP079XT
Length: 877mm (341/2”) Width: 110mm (421/64”) Height: 290mm (111/2”) (Stored, excluding accessories)
8.15kg (28lb)
16mm (5/8")
We strongly recommend the use of smooth-surfaced ‘Z-lock’ or compressed, Steel cable. Use of low grade/
poor quality/coarse cable will increase noise levels and shorten the life of the wheels.
90mm (31/2")
Stainless Steel, with Polyurethane Tyre
Aluminium (Powdercoated)
128 - 160kph (80 - 100mph)
185kph (115mph)
80kph (50mph)
ISC HMS (KH204), or ISC Steel HMS (KH212) [2 connectors per trolley]
Compatible with ISC ZipSpeed Xtreme ‘Superman’ Style Harness (available in four sizes)
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NOISE REDUCTION ARC CAM SYSTEM
The ZipSpeed Xtreme Trolley is available with a special Noise Reduction ARC Cam system (NRARC).
During normal use, the ARC cam trails, allowing the trolley to roll forwards, unhindered. However, as soon as the trolley begins to roll backwards,
the cam is engaged, bringing the trolley to an immediate halt. This anti-rollback function captures the progress of the trolley, which means that
even when the trolley doesn’t reach the end of the Zipline, it cannot roll backward and hence rescue distance (and therefore, rescue time) is
significantly reduced. Standard ARC cams generate sound as they intermittently come in to contact with the cable, as the Trolley travels. The
special NRARC cam on the ZipSpeed Xtreme Trolley works together with an ‘air paddle’. The air paddle fully disengages the NRARC cam and
prevents it from touching the zip wire, while the trolley is travelling forwards. This means that the NRARC cam does not generate sound, during
the zip ride. As the trolley reaches the end of the run and slows down, the air resistance on the air paddle decreases and the air paddle springs
back to its normal/upright position. This allows the NRARC cam to engage on the cable, ready to prevent the trolley from rolling backwards.

BRAKE SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY
The ZipSpeed Xtreme is equipped with twin steel-reinforced impact bumpers, mounted onto high grade Aluminium frames, allowing impact
speeds into the braking system up to 80kph (50mph).
The frames of the ZipSpeed Xtreme are designed to allow the option of using a ‘grab rope’ system. As the ZipSpeed Xtreme Trolley approaches
the end of the run, it travels under the grab rope which then engages with the specially shaped recess in the rear of the frames. This action
ensures that the zip trolley does not roll back down the line away from the finish platform. The ZipSpeed Xtreme is also compatible with Impact
Trolley braking systems. The ZipSpeed Xtreme has a Fender attachment, which pushes the brake system restraint line off to one side of the
trolley. This allows optimal engagement with the end of line braking system and protects the Noise Reduction ARC cam components from
becoming damaged, by the end of line braking system.
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